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How to fold chip bag no clip

Maximally flatten part of the bag over the chips. Fold both corners like this. Flip the bag so you view it like this, making sure the corners stay folded. Start rolling out the bag somewhat tightly. Roll until you reach for chips. Take the bag up so you revisit the front, keeping it tightly rolled. Do the same with a different angle. Folded corners
should keep the bag closed until you are ready to open it again! Learn this chip bag fold and you'll never need a clamp ever again! Have you ever had a bag of unfinished potato chips that you want to keep fresh? These simple steps will allow you to close a bag of potato chip without using a clamp or clamp. An example of a stupid (but
undeniably useful) origami fold. 1. Place a bag of potato chips on the table and flatten the top of the bag. 2. Fold the right and left sides of the bag to the middle, allowing the corners to meet in the center. 3. Fold the top of the potato chip bag down. Continue to make 3 or 4 iterations. 4. Insert your thumbs under the flap made in step 2.
Invert the flap over the top edge. 5. Here's what it looks like when done. 6. That's what it looks like at the back of the bag. More stupid origami folds not so pointless origami folds Homepage Sitemap April 7, 2020, 6:55 PM UTC / Source: TODAYBy Ronnie Koenig Achievable seal on an open bag of potato chips (no clip), usually a pretty
difficult feat. Padma Lakshmi recently posted a video to Twitter of a surprisingly simple but effective way to seal a bag of chips. Now the truly exciting clip has over 10 million views. How did I just find out about it now? The Top Chef presenter wrote on the video, which was first posted on TikTok by Heidi Tuli, aka @shine.on.darlin. My
acquaintance at high school actually showed me how to fold a bag of chips in this way while we were on a bus heading to a sporting event,' Thuli told TODAY Food. I've been folding my bags of chips this way ever since, and it undermines people's minds every time. The video shows a seemingly simple method for declassifying an open
chip bag without using any clips or closures. In the short video, Thuli first folds both sides of the open bag into the center and then skilfully rolls the fold into himself before tucking it into the tip of the bag. When she flips it upside down, none of Fritos' corn chips are able to break out of the handmade tight seal. Some people immediately
tried the trick and shared videos of their own results. I'm a sorcerer now, too, @DupreeGolf replied to Lakshmi. I wonder what level of freshness will be compared to my current fixture. But not all people were the same adept at the chip-saving complex maneuver. I hate the internet, posted @mikesbloggity, along with a video that tried
original, but ultimately is a major failure. As soon as the bag flipped, everyone chips immediately spill out. However, many others on Twitter, @ChaseMit user, were worried that this new trick could pose a serious threat to the ever-popular chip clip. CHIP CLIP INDUSTRY DOESNT WANT YOU TO KNOW - Chase Mitchell (@ChaseMit)
April 5, 2020 But, in the end, one tweeter said many chip lovers probably thought while watching the clip. Who has many left in the bag? vinetimestoo (@vinetimestoo) april 5, 2020 Who has that many left in the bag? they posted. In addition to being bared by viral videos of snack-saving hacks, Lakshmi also posts a slew of recipes and
videos of her duplicing quarantine cooking on Instagram. In addition to hearty soups and stews, she also made a homemade taco bag of seasoning with her sidekick, 10-year-old daughter Krishna. 1 Put the bag down and smooth the bag to remove the air. Shake the bag a little so that the chips settle at the bottom of the bag. Place a bag
of chips on your back so that the label is facing upwards. Smooth the top of the bag 3-4 times to its flat. Work from the bottom of the bag to the top to remove excess air from the bag. This method is simple, but it won't hold air unless you save a hole under a heavy object. The more air there bag, the faster your chips will become stale. 2
Fold the bag hole over yourself. Return the bag so that the hole of the bag is facing you. Clutches the corners of the open end of the index finger over the bag and thumbs underneath. Fold the top 1-2 inches (2.5-5.1 cm) of the bag over yourself to close the bag. [2] 3 Continue folding the bag in layers 1-2 inches (2.5-5.1 cm). After
completing the first fold, press the bottom to the seam, where you folded it. Then slide your thumb under the fold and grab the top of the bag. Create an extra fold of the same size as your first fold. Repeat until you create 5-6 folds. Click at the top of the bag after each fold so it is closed. Tip: You can also keep folding the bag until you
reach for the chips at the bottom if you prefer. The more folds you make, the more likely it is that the bag will unravel though. 4 Store the bag upside down on top of yourself. Take the bag and turn it upside down so that the folds are at the bottom of the bag. Your bag of chips should remain folded automatically. In order not to unravel the
folds over time, place a vase, bowl or something heavy on top of the folds to keep them weighted. [4] Your folds may slowly appear undone if you do not weigh them at all. 1 Place the bag on the table and flatten on top to remove excess air. Shake the bag a little to collect the chips at the bottom of the bag. Place the bag on a flat surface
and place it on your back so that the label is up. Then use your palm to flatten the top half of the bag. Do it time to fold the sides of the bag. This method creates the best seal, but it requires a little more work. You also need more bags to be empty, so you won't be able to do that if your bag is basically full. This method is really hard to pull
off if you have a smaller bag of chips. You'd better just fold smaller bags. 2 Fold the upper corners of the bag to the middle so they meet. Keeping the bag flat, fold each corner of the open end to the middle of the bag. Angle each corner down so that both corners meet 2-3 inches (5.1-7.6 cm) below the bag hole. Alternative: If you're
having trouble keeping your bag flat when you do, place your finger over the corner of the bag where you want to place the crease. Then use a loose hand to fold the angle over the index finger before pushing it out and pressing the crease down. Repeat this process on the other side to fold the corners. 3 Fold the top 1 inch (2.5 cm) over
the corners. Keep the corners pressed flat when you squeeze the top of the bag on your joints, where the corners start to angle down to the middle of the bag. Gently fold the top 1 inch (2.5 cm) of the bag down above the top of the corners. [7] Keeping the bag pressed should not be difficult. The easiest way to do this is to use your
middle, ring and pink fingers to press them against the table while you fold. 4 Continue folding the top of the bag until you have 2-3 layers. Take the fold and repeat the process. Take the top of the first fold and create a second fold of the same size as your first layer. Repeat this process until you have created 2-3 layers. You must have at
least 1 inch (2.5 cm) of angles available below your folds to make it work. [8] Press your palm against the folded sections of the bag to flatten them. 5 Insipate your thumbs into the corner flaps and invert the top of the bag. To seal the bag, keep the folds at the top of the bag down with the instructions, middle, rings and pink fingers. Insert
your thumbs between the corners and the bag. Lift your bag up and push your creases down, pulling the corners up to invert the top of the bag and close it on yourself. Essentially, the tension between the corners and folds at the top will hold the bag tight. Ask a question thank you! This paper was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who tested it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. The wikiHow content management team carefully monitors the work of our editorial board so that each article is supported by robust research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 502,708 times. Co-authors: 27 Updated: November
17, 2020 Views: 502,708 Categories: Featured Articles | Potato Chip Snacks Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 502,708 times. Times.
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